Advance Care Planning in Nursing Homes: Correlates of Capacity and Possession of Advance Directives
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Purpose: The identification of nursing home residents who can continue to participate in advance care planning about end-of-life care is a critical clinical and bioethical issue. This study uses high quality observational research to identify correlates of advance care planning in nursing homes, including objective measurement of capacity. Design and Methods: The authors used cross-sectional, cohort study between 1997 and 1999. Seventy-eight residents (M age = 83.97, SD = 8.2) and their proxies (M age = 59.23, SD = 11.77) were included across five nursing homes. The authors obtained data via chart review, proxy interviews, resident assessments, survey completion by certified nursing assistants, and direct observation of residents’ daily behaviors. Results: Capacity assessments revealed that most residents could state a simple treatment preference (82.4%), but a sizable number did not retain capacity to understand treatment alternatives or appreciate the consequences of their choice. Global cognitive ability (Mini-Mental State Examination score) was related to understanding and appreciation. When the authors removed the effects of global cognitive ability, understanding and appreciation were related to time spent by residents in verbal interaction with others. Residents were more likely to possess advance directives when proxies possessed advance directives, proxies were less religious, and residents were socially engaged. Implications: Assessment of proxy beliefs and direct determination of residents’ decisional capacity and social engagement may help nursing home staff identify families who may participate in advance planning for end-of-life medical care. Measures of global cognitive ability offer limited information about resident capacity for decision making. Decisional capacity assessments should enhance the verbal ability of individuals with dementia by reducing reliance on memory in the assessment process. Interventions to engage residents and families in structured discussions for end-of-life planning are needed.
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In 1998, 1.5 million individuals older than the age of 65 years in the United States (5.8%) resided in nursing homes (American Health Care Association, 1999). Statistics describing nursing homes as the place of death are noteworthy. Nursing homes and hospitals account for at least 54% of all places of death (Gage & Dao, 2000). Approximately 76% of individuals who die in nursing homes are older than the age of 65 years (Blevins & Deason-Howell, 2002; Gabrel, 2000). The proportion of individuals of any age who die in nursing homes (30%) is rising (Field & Cassel, 1997), and 66% of persons of any age who...
live in nursing homes remain there until they die (Hanson, Henderson, & Rodgman, 1999).

Familial advance planning for the end of life consists of discussion of values and treatment preferences and, potentially, execution of advance directives (Allen & Shuster, 2002). These discussions may benefit both nursing home residents and their proxy decision makers. Most nursing home residents have incurable chronic diseases, and complaints of pain range in prevalence from 45% to 83% (Ferrell, 1995). Individuals with chronic physical illness often prefer palliative treatments emphasizing pain management and supportive care rather than the initiation of life-prolonging treatments (Zerzan, Stearns, & Hanson, 2000). Life-sustaining medical treatment preferences of cognitively intact nursing home residents have been found to be stable over 6 months, with treatment preference changes moving toward less intervention (Berger & Majerovitz, 1998). Examination of data from the Minimum Data Set has shown positive treatment outcomes for residents for whom palliative treatment options were executed (Miller, Gozalo, & Mor, 2001). Decedents who received hospice care had improved pain management, decreased hospitalization, and decreased use of feeding tubes relative to those residents who died receiving standard nursing home care (Miller et al., 2001).

In addition to providing better end-of-life care for residents, familial advance planning in nursing homes may decrease caregiving stress among proxy decision makers (Jacobson et al., 1996). Proxy plans for the medical care of cognitively impaired nursing home residents typically become the procedures implemented, and the stress of responsibility for life and death decisions can be compounded by the resident’s degree of incapacity and the proxy’s knowledge (or lack thereof) of what treatment option the resident would prefer. Hypothetical treatment preferences of health care proxies regarding treatment decisions for patients are poorly related to the individual’s autonomous treatment preferences (Diamond, Jernigan, Moseley, Messina, & McKown, 1989), even when proxies have access to the individual’s formal advance directive (Ditto et al., 2001). In a study of nursing homes in Canada and the United States, only 48% of proxies who made the decision to place their resident on a feeding tube felt confident that their resident would have wanted the procedure (Mitchell, Berkowitz, Lawson, & Lipsitz, 2000). These proxies reported understanding the benefits (83%) but not the risks (49%) of tube feeding. Perhaps as a consequence of stressful medical decision making, surviving family members of recently deceased residents reported fewer positive experiences and numerous negative experiences associated with nursing home care in comparison with other treatments for their relative at the end-of-life (Hanson, Danis, & Garrett, 1997). Respondents voiced concerns about poorly trained nursing home staff, the remoteness of physicians in nursing homes, and quality of care issues that may have led to greater pain and suffering for the residents, or, potentially, to premature death. In light of these findings, familial advance planning for the end-of-life is a critical need in the nursing home.

Despite the potential benefits of advance planning in the nursing home, it is still relatively rare (Tilden, Nelson, Dunn, Donius, & Tolle, 2000). Since passage of the Patient Self-Determination Act (PSDA; Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, 1990), the number of nursing home residents with documented, formal advance directives has increased (Lynn et al., 1999; Mezey, Mitty, Bottrell, Ramsey, & Fisher, 2000). However, only 51% of all nursing home residents nationally have an advance directive (Mezey et al., 2000). Information provided by nursing homes in compliance with the PSDA is most frequently given to family members or other potential proxy decision makers (Bradley, Walker, Blechner, & Wetyl, 1997), and it is unknown to what extent this information fosters spontaneous treatment preference discussions between proxies and their residents.

In practice, the participation of nursing home residents in their own end-of-life treatment planning is limited. Although a dementia diagnosis does not preclude a resident’s participation in medical decision making (Smyer & Allen-Burge, 1999), one factor limiting their involvement is cognitive impairment (Bradley et al., 1997; Mezey, Mitty, Rappaport, & Ramsey, 1997). Nationally, 42% of residents have a diagnosis of dementia (American Health Care Association, 1999), and some researchers have reported that up to 74% of residents exhibit dementia symptoms (Rovner, Kafonek, Filipp, Lucas, & Folstein, 1986). However, even cognitively intact individuals may lack understanding and knowledge of their treatment options at the end of life (Mitchell et al., 2000; Silveira, DiPiero, Gerrity, & Feudtner, 2000). Thus, there is a growing need for consideration of decision making within a family context (Allen & Shuster, 2002; King, Kim, & Conwell, 2000) and for direct assessment of autonomous medical treatment decision-making capacity among older adults.

Most accepted models of informed consent rely on the ethical principals of beneficence and nonmaleficence on the part of health care professionals and autonomy on the part of the patient and require determinations of individual competency (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1995, 1998). Four aspects of treatment consent capacity have been identified: (a) the ability to communicate a treatment choice, (b) the ability to understand relevant information, (c) the ability to appreciate the consequences of the choice made, and (d) the ability to rationally manipulate the information provided and to give reasons for one’s treatment decision (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1995; Marson, Chatterjee, Ingram, & Harrell, 1996; Marson, Ingram, Cody, & Harrell, 1995). In legal
spheres, it has been generally agreed upon that the simple ability to state a treatment preference is too lenient for the determination of competence to give informed consent (Stanley, 1987). Instead, the most commonly used legal standard of decisional capacity requires that an individual be able to understand all the information that is presumed by law to be part of treatment decision making (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1995; Stanley, 1987).

The current study attempted to (a) quantitatively assess the capacity of nursing home residents to participate in treatment decisions regarding their end-of-life medical care and (b) identify correlates of residents’ possession of advance directives, including previous familial advance planning, proxy beliefs, and resident behavior. We assumed that characteristics of both the resident and the proxy would be related to residents’ possession of advance directives, on the basis of the finding that characteristics of patients and proxies impacted proxy end-of-life treatment decisions for a cognitively compromised older adult described in a vignette (Allen-Burge & Haley, 1997). Specifically, we assessed residents’ capacity to make decisions about future placement of a feeding tube, proxy report of previous familial advance planning, proxy religiosity, and resident behavior within the nursing home. Our hypotheses were as follows. First, we proposed that our method of quantitatively assessing treatment consent capacity would be reliable and valid in comparison with a measure of global cognitive status (Mini-Mental State Examination [MMSE]; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). We proposed that residents who retained decisional capacity would be more actively engaged with their physical and social environments, assessed by computer-assisted behavioral observation. We proposed that proxies would be more likely to report that residents possessed advance directives already who were more ill (i.e., with more severe cognitive impairment and less behavioral engagement), and, potentially, closer to death. We did not offer a specific hypothesis regarding the relation of proxy religiosity to possession of an advance directive for the resident.

Methods

Participants

Participants (N = 78, Male = 20, Female = 58) were enrolled in an intervention study designed to improve communication between nursing home residents and staff via communication skills training and use of external memory aides (Allen-Burge, Burgio, Bourgeois, Sims, & Nunnikhoven, 2001; Burgio et al., 2001). This report uses data from the initial 4-week study period. For entry into the study, residents completed a 5-min semistructured conversation assessing their capacity for spontaneous speech (Bourgeois, 1993) and, to be included in the study, residents had to demonstrate use of multiword phrases during the conversation. Additionally, residents had to have an identifiable proxy decision maker listed in their medical chart who was willing to participate in a 90-min interview regarding their resident’s care. Only proxies with a personal connection with the resident were included (i.e., family members and fictive kin included; court-appointed guardians without personal ties to the resident excluded).

Ninety-two consenting residents (mostly by proxy) met full entry criteria and completed the initial 4-week study period. Seventy-eight of these residents had an identified familial proxy who agreed to the 90-min interview, reflecting an 85% response rate for this study. There were no differences in age, gender, or cognitive status between the 78 residents with a familial proxy and the 14 residents without a familial proxy. There was, however, a significant difference in race, \( \chi^2 (1, N = 92) = 12.22, p = .0005 \), with 50% of African American residents dropped because of lack of familial proxy in comparison with 11.54% of White residents.

The average age of residents was 83.97 years (SD = 8.20; range 61–105 years); 88% were White and 12% were African American. All residents demonstrated use of multiword phrases. Their average MMSE score was 14.04 (SD = 6.50; range 1–29) and their average Functional Independence Measure score was 45.58 (SD = 22.90; range 13–89) (Hamilton, Laughlin, Fielder, & Granger, 1994; Kidd et al., 1995), where high numbers indicate greater independence. Their average score on the Charlson Comorbidity Index was 2.10 (SD = 1.60; range 0–7); Charlson, Pompei, Ales, & MacKenzie, 1987), indicating a moderate degree of comorbid illness. Forty-eight percent of residents carried a diagnosis of dementia in their medical chart.

The individual identified as the sponsor of the nursing home resident in the resident’s medical chart was operationally defined as the proxy decision maker. The average age of proxies was 59.23 years (SD = 11.77; range 31.42–88.38 years); 91% were White and 9% were African American. Their average education was 15 years (SD = 2.1; range 11–18 years). Proxies were predominantly (64%) adult sons (\( n = 21 \)) and daughters (\( n = 29 \)) of nursing home residents. Spouses (\( n = 5 \)) accounted for only 6% of proxy decision makers. Thirty percent of proxies (\( n = 23 \)) were classified as “other relatives,” including siblings, in-laws, grandchildren, nieces, and nephews.

Measures

We contacted proxies for each nursing home resident by phone and explained the purpose of the current study. If this individual agreed to participate, we scheduled an in-person semistructured interview...
with a licensed clinical psychologist at the proxy’s convenience. We obtained informed consent in accordance with the standards of the Institutional Review Board of the University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Proxy Interviews.—A semi-structured interview asked proxies about their end-of-life planning activities for the resident and for themselves. We coded items as follows: (a) possession of a living will or durable power of attorney for health care = formal planning, (b) discussing treatment preference wishes with others without these documents = informal planning, and (c) participating in neither activity = having no plans.

Religiosity.—This 5-item measure was developed for the National Institutes of Health-funded Resources for Enhancing Alzheimer’s Caregiver Health (REACH; Coon, Schultz, & Ory, 1999). By using this tool, we measured the proxy’s attendance at religious services, the importance of faith in the proxy’s life, and the frequency with which the proxy engaged in prayer and/or meditation. We also measured the perceived meaningfulness of attendance at religious services and prayer.

Staff Interviews.—We used the Functional Independence Measure (FIM)—REACH Version (Hamilton et al., 1994) for staff interviews. This version was developed for the National Institutes of Health-funded REACH (total score range: 13–91; Coon et al., 1999). Certified nursing assistants (CNAs) familiar with the resident’s daily care provided information. Reliability data indicate an intraclass correlation coefficient of .96 for the motor domain, with unweighted Kappas ranging from .53 to .66 (Hamilton et al., 1994; Kidd et al., 1995).

Resident Interviews and Chart Review.—We developed the Decisional Capacity Assessment—Advance Directives Version and scoring system on the basis of prior research (Marson et al., 1995; Marson et al., 1996; available from the authors upon request). In consultation with two board-certified geriatricians, we developed a vignette requiring geriatricians, we developed a vignette requiring a decision about a potential, future medical problem (Kafonek et al., 1989). The test–retest and inter-evaluator reliabilities are .89 and .83, respectively.

MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975).—The MMSE is a brief cognitive assessment tool that measures orientation, memory, attention, ability to name, ability to follow verbal and written commands, ability to write a sentence spontaneously, and ability to copy a figure. The maximum score on this test is 30, and it has been shown to differentiate reliably between individuals with and without global cognitive impairment (Kafonek et al., 1989). The test–retest and inter-evaluator reliabilities are .89 and .83, respectively.

Philadelphia Geriatric Caregiver Pain (Paine, Katz, & Lawton, 1991).—This instrument is an adaptation of the McGill Pain Questionnaire (Melzack, 1975) consisting of six questions regarding the residents’ subjective experience of pain. Each response is scaled from “not at all” to “extremely” (1 to 5). This provides a composite measure of the experience of pain and has been shown to have high internal consistency (α = .87; Allen et al., 2003).

Documentation of Do-Not-Resuscitate (DNR) Orders.—Residents’ charts were reviewed for documented (yes/no) do-not-resuscitate orders.

Charlson Comorbidity Index (Charlson et al., 1987).—This scale was designed for use in obtaining medical diagnostic information from medical records; scale scores correlate with outcomes such as mortality, length of hospital stay, and discharge to nursing homes (Deyo, Cherkin, & Ciol, 1992).

Computer-Assisted Behavioral Observation System (CABOS)

We generated real-time CABOS data by using the software programs previously used by our research group (Burgio et al., 1994; Repp, Karsh, van Acker, Felce, & Harman, 1989) and adapted for this intervention study (Burgio et al., 2001). We sampled resident behaviors during half-hour periods two times per week between the hours of 12–2 p.m. and 5–7 p.m. for an average total of 4 hr (range 1.52–4.55 hr) across the 4-week study period. These observation periods were chosen because prior research indicated residents spend more time in verbal interaction during these periods. One set of keys coded whether or not the resident was “engaged in activity” or “inactive.” Two sets of keys coded the residents’ social behavior (a) “resident speech in the presence of others,” and (b) “verbal interaction from others directed to the resident.” We coded all targeted behaviors with the observed resident as the point of reference. We assessed interobserver agreement independently among four observers during 12.51% of the total observation time (359.42 hr) and calculated interobserver agreement through a second-by-second comparison of the observational files using
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Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1968). Average Kappa reliability across all categories was .78 (range .58–.98).

Statistical Analysis

We examined associations between study variables and reported them as significant at $p = .05$. We examined assessment of resident capacity for internal consistency and reliability. We calculated interrater reliability for each aspect of capacity by using one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) where the repeated factor was rater. This design can be viewed as a one-facet generalizability study to assess the dependability of the coding scheme across raters for each aspect of capacity. We treated both residents and raters as random effects. We assessed formality of plans initially at three levels for both residents and proxies: (a) those with advance directives, (b) those with informal plans via prior treatment preference discussions, and (c) those with no plans.

Results

Hypothesis One: Assessment of Resident Capacity

Reliability.—We developed detailed and well-operationalized scoring criteria for each aspect of capacity. Internal consistency estimates were acceptable for three out of four aspects, with alpha = .99 for evidence of choice, alpha = .90 for understanding, alpha = .82 for appreciation of consequences, and alpha = .66 for provision of rational reasons for the treatment choice made.

We established interrater reliability by using 11 cases (14%, M MMSE = 17.45, SD = 6.55) scored from resident transcripts by three trained raters. Estimates of interrater reliability revealed acceptable reliability for research purposes for three out of four aspects of capacity. Ratings of the evidence of choice showed good evidence for reliability, $r = .98$. Assessment of understanding of the treatment situation was also reliable, $r = .89$. Assessment of the appreciation of consequences showed acceptable but lower reliability, with $r = .60$. We could not establish interrater reliability for assessment of the provision of rational reasons for the treatment choice, $r = .39$. Thus, we deemed further analysis regarding capacity to provide rational reasons for one’s treatment choice inappropriate, and we dropped the relation of this measure to other study variables from further analysis.

Descriptive Statistics.—Figures 1 through 3 illustrate residents’ distribution of scores for three aspects of capacity. As shown in Figure 1, 82% of residents retained some capacity to state a simple treatment preference (scores of 1 or 2). Notably, a sizable number of residents did not retain measurable capacity to understand treatment alternatives (27.0% with a score of 0; Figure 2) or to appreciate the consequences of their choice (35.1% with a score of 0; Figure 3).

Associations With MMSE.—The simple capacity to state a treatment preference was not significantly associated with any other variable. Better global cognitive ability was related to residents’ capacity to understand the treatment situation ($r = .61, p = .001$), and, to a lesser extent, residents’ capacity to appreciate the consequences of their treatment choice ($r = .24, p = .042$). Residents’ age, degree of comorbid illness, and self-reported pain were not associated with any aspect of capacity.

Hypothesis Two: Relation of Understanding and Appreciation With Resident Behavior

After we removed associations with global cognitive ability (i.e., MMSE), residents’ capacity to participate in decisions about future feeding tube placement was related significantly to observable verbal interactions. Specifically, residents with higher scores on understanding spent more time talking with others (partial $r = .28, p = .015$), and more time being spoken to by others (partial $r = .25, p = .036$). Residents’ capacity to appreciate the consequences of their treatment choice also was related to more time spent talking with others (partial $r = .34, p = .003$). There were no associations between capacity and residents’ engagement with their physical environment after we removed statistically the effects of global cognitive ability.

Hypothesis Three: Relation of Study Variables With Advance Directive Possession

Descriptive Statistics.—The resident’s possession of advance directives was marginally associated with
documentation of a DNR order in the residents’ medical chart, \( \chi^2 (1, N = 73) = 2.72, p = .10 \). Fifty-four percent of residents had a documented DNR order. Seventy-six percent of residents with a DNR order also had advance directives. Overall, 69% of residents and 41% of proxies had advance directives. Among individuals who did not possess an advance directive, 11% of residents had discussed their treatment preferences with their proxies, whereas 37% of proxies had discussed their treatment preferences with others in a position to make medical decisions for them in the future. Twenty percent of residents and 22% of proxies had neither formal nor informal advance care plans. Forty-one of the 54 residents with advance directives (76%) had also discussed their end-of-life treatment wishes with their proxy decision maker; 28 of the 33 proxies with advance directives (85%) had discussed their treatment wishes with someone who might be in the position of making treatment decisions for them in the future.

Because of the relatively few proxies who reported making informal plans for their residents or for themselves, the two categories of informal and no plans were collapsed and contrasted with possession of advance directives. As expected, the chi-square revealed a significant relation between formal planning for the resident and for the proxy, \( \chi^2 (1, N = 78) = 8.50, p = .004 \). Twenty-eight resident–proxy dyads possessed advance directives for each member of the dyad. Another 20 dyads did not possess formal plans for either residents or proxies. Twenty-six proxies had advance directives for their resident but not for themselves. Only four proxies had formal plans for themselves but not their resident.

**Associations With Other Study Variables.**—Residents’ possession of advance directives was significantly related to the proxy’s religiosity (\( r = -0.24, p = .04 \)). Proxies with a greater degree of organizational, nonorganizational, and subjective religiosity were less likely to have advance directives for their resident. Residents’ possession of advance directives also was significantly related to the amount of time others spent talking with the resident (\( r = 0.24, p = .04 \)). Notably, none of the following variables were associated with residents’ advance directive possession: capacity, global cognitive ability, age, gender, severity of illness, self-report of pain, or staff report of resident functional ability.

**Discussion**

This study extends prior research by examining psychosocial and behavioral correlates of capacity and possession of advance directives among nursing home residents. We found evidence that although most residents retain the ability to state a treatment preference, many lack the capacity to understand the treatment situation or appreciate the consequences of the treatment choice made. We also found that resident capacity and global cognitive ability are not related to possession of advance directives. Instead, proxy possession of advance directives, proxy religiosity, and resident social engagement are related to residents’ possession of formal advance care plans. These results have implications for the identification of residents that may participate in familial advance planning for the end of life (Allen & Shuster, 2002) and highlight the need for further development of objective measures of resident capacity that enhance compromised verbal ability. The results also suggest proxies’ need for structured educational interventions to facilitate familial advance planning for the end of life.

Understanding is the most frequently used legal standard for the assessment of consent capacity (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1995, 1998; Marson et al., 1996; Stanley, 1987). Our measure of understanding is moderately related to global cognitive ability as measured by the MMSE (37% shared variance).
Although the MMSE is a reasonable tool for initial cognitive screening, its usefulness as a measure of consent capacity for understanding the treatment situation is limited. Use of the MMSE as a screening measure for a resident’s ability to appreciate the consequences of the treatment choice made is even more problematic, given that MMSE score accounts for only 6% of variance in appreciation in this study. We recommend that measures developed to assess capacity to consent to treatment (Appelbaum & Grisso, 1998; Marson et al., 1996; Marson et al., 1995) be used rather than the MMSE to assess directly the capacity of nursing home residents to participate in end-of-life treatment planning. Such objective measurement tools should be used as part of a clinical assessment of a resident’s decision-making capacity, along with an understanding of the resident’s physical functioning, values and preferences, resources available to assist in the decision-making process, and the complexity of the decisions involved.

It is noteworthy that we are unable to establish reliability for the capacity to state rational reasons for the treatment choice made in this study (i.e., long term placement of a feeding tube). The average cognitive ability of our residents is much lower than that of the participants in previous research with normal older adults (M MMSE = 29.1, SD = 0.9; Marson et al., 1995) and individuals with mild to moderate probable Alzheimer’s disease (M MMSE = 19.4, SD = 4.6; Marson et al., 1995). It appears that discrimination of capacity for rational reasoning is hampered in this study by the restricted range in the cognitive ability of our sample. It could be that rational reasoning is the most cognitively challenging aspect of treatment consent capacity to express as an individual and to assess as a clinician. Indirect support for this notion comes from the differential findings regarding the relations between global cognitive ability, understanding, and appreciation. Future research should address the hierarchical nature of treatment consent capacity as a theoretical construct. Clinicians interested in testing the limits of a resident’s capacity to participate in treatment planning discussions may consider using cognitive supports such as prompts (Allen & Shuster, 2002) and different response options (i.e., forced choice versus free recall; Hebert, 2002).

We found support for our notion that residents who retain some decisional capacity will be more actively engaged. Specifically, our measures of understanding and appreciation are associated with the amount of time residents spend verbally engaged with others during direct computer-assisted behavioral observations. These relations hold true even when we remove statistically the association with global cognitive ability. It should be noted that capacity assessments heavily rely on verbal expression, so these relations are not surprising. However, a resident’s engagement in verbal interaction with others is an easily observable behavior that can be used by nursing home staff to identify those residents who may still retain capacity to participate in advance planning. CNAs could be taught to rate residents’ verbal ability on a simple ordinal scale (Bourgeois, 1993), and care plan coordinators and social service staff could then attempt familial advance planning for end-of-life discussions with these residents and their proxy decision makers.

Our findings regarding correlates of residents’ possession of advance directives are somewhat surprising. Although we expected that residents with advance directives would have proxies who also had advance directives, we expected residents’ cognitive ability and capacity to be significantly associated with residents’ advance directive possession. These relations are not found. We also expected that proxies would have advance directives for residents who were more ill, and thus less engaged with their environment. Instead, residents who talk more with others are more likely to possess advance directives.

We offered no hypothesis about the relation between proxy religiosity and advance directive possession. The finding that residents with advance directives have proxies who express less religiosity contrasts with previous research showing that individuals who have stronger spiritual beliefs are more likely to possess advance directives (DeLuca Havens, 2000; Kaldjian, Jekel, & Friedland, 1998). However, it supports previous research that shows adult children who express a higher degree of religiosity and greater closeness in their relationship with a terminally ill parent typically request continuation or initiation of life-sustaining treatments, even when this request does not comply with parental wishes (Sonnentag, Friedlander, & Steinberg, 1993). Thus, religiosity and spirituality may play different roles in the end-of-life medical treatment decisions of older adults and their adult children, individuals who are likely to become proxy decision makers. Further research addressing religiosity and spirituality in the context of familial advance planning is needed (Allen & Shuster, 2002).

Several limitations of this study are acknowledged. The CABOS data were collected as part of a larger intervention study designed to improve effective communication between staff and residents in nursing homes (Allen-Burke et al., 2001; Burgio et al., 2001) and were not intended to directly measure residents’ ability to engage in advance care planning. Second, our inclusion criteria retain residents with compromised cognitive status but screen out those who can not use multiword phrases in spontaneous speech. Thus, our residents may not reflect the nursing home population in general. Perhaps the major limitation is that this study is cross-sectional and correlational. Therefore, no conclusions about causality or time-dependent relationships such as the temporal sequence of actions preceding the execution of advance directives can be made. These data
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require longitudinal replication to adequately explore the intriguing relations between resident behavior, capacity, and possession of advance directives. Greater attention to establishing clinically meaningful cut-off scores for aspects of capacity, particularly in less verbal individuals, is needed. Exploration of the potential differential impact of individual and proxy religiosity and/or spirituality on end-of-life medical decision making is also needed.
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